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In a communication of 2 October 2020, India and South Africa proposed that members of the 

World Trade Organisation (WTO) should ‘work together to ensure that intellectual property 

[IP] rights such as patents, industrial designs, copyright and protection of undisclosed 

information do not create barriers to the timely access to affordable medical products including 

vaccines and medicines or to scaling-up of research, development, manufacturing and supply 

of medical products essential to combat Covid-19’.1 Specifically, the document proposes a 

‘waiver [that] should continue until widespread vaccination is in place globally, and the 

majority of the world’s population has developed immunity’.2 It states that ‘exceptional 

circumstances exist justifying waivers from the obligations of the Agreement on Trade-Related 

Aspects of Intellectual Property Rights (TRIPS Agreement)’.3  

There is no doubt that the communication of India and South Africa is well-intentioned. An 

effective response to the pandemic clearly requires ‘rapid access to affordable medical 

products’,4 and the world needs to stand together to achieve this. Yet, a waiver of all IP rights 

under the TRIPS Agreement is unlikely to be a necessary and suitable measure towards the 

pursued objectives. This Position Statement argues that IP rights might so far have played an 

enabling and facilitating rather than hindering role in overcoming Covid-19, and that the global 

community might not be better off by waiving IP rights, neither during nor after the pandemic. 

 

1. Waiving IP rights will not scale or speed up vaccine manufacturing and distribution.  

The holdups in vaccine manufacturing and distribution have been caused mainly by the shortage 

in raw materials,5 insufficient production capacity and highly complex manufacturing process 

(in the case of mRNA and vector vaccines).6 It is unlikely that a waiver of IP protection could 

solve these factual problems. The problems of insufficient production capacity and access to 
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raw materials were already witnessed in the earlier days of the pandemic, e.g. with regard to 

masks and breathing equipment.7 

Overall, IP holders have been rather actively entering into partnerships and granting 

manufacturing licences to capable licensees.8 One of the main manufacturers of mRNA 

vaccines, Moderna, pledged not to enforce their Covid-19-related patents against other 

manufacturers of vaccines to combat the pandemic.9 

So far, cases where a patent holder (reportedly) refused to license IP appear to be a rare 

exception.10 If a refusal cannot be justified on the objective grounds (e.g. by quality and safety 

considerations), such cases should be resolved by means of the existing remedies (see below at 

5) instead of burdening all right holders for the wrongdoings of a few. In any case, the pursuits 

to scale up manufacturing should not prioritise quantity at the expense of quality and safety of 

medicinal products. 

2. IP rights are the basis for collaborations and contracts. 

The product life cycle of the new mRNA and vector vaccines – from discovery to post-

marketing authorisation safety studies – is highly complex.11 Cooperation throughout the 

development, production and distribution of vaccines for Covid-19 has reached an 

unprecedented level. Examples include partnerships for joint development (e.g. 

BioNtech/Pfizer; CureVac/GSK) and production (e.g. BioNTech/Pfizer/Sanofi/Novartis; 

CureVac/Bayer; Moderna/Lonza).12 This is remarkable given that the biopharmaceutical sector 

is traditionally characterised by fierce competition. Cooperation in the pharmaceutical sector is 

typically based on IP rights, which serve as the basis for contracts. Waiving IP rights may 

have detrimental consequences for the firms’ willingness to cooperate. 

Voluntary patent licences are usually accompanied by a contractual transfer of the know-how 

necessary to exploit a licensed technology. In the course of research and development (R&D), 

vaccine developers accumulate considerable know-how necessary for vaccine 

manufacturing.13 Such know-how is usually not disclosed in patents or patent applications, 

related scientific publications or assessment reports of drug authorities. When voluntary patent 

licences are concluded, know-how is transferred under non-disclosure agreements. A patent 

waiver, however, would remove an incentive of the developers of the original products to 

provide such information to manufacturers of biosimilars.14 It is highly unlikely that the waiver 

of trade secret protection could be effectively implemented and enforced to propel companies 

to disclose all relevant know-how. 

3. A waiver of IP rights will not waive regulatory requirements for vaccine authorisation.  

Any entity intending to place a medicinal product for human use on the market – whether an 

originator, generic or biosimilar product – needs to obtain marketing authorisation from drug 

authorities. Vaccines are biological medicinal products.15 Compared to generic versions of 

small-molecule drugs, biosimilar products are subject to more stringent regulatory 

requirements. Developers of biosimilars have to demonstrate through comprehensive 

comparability studies with the ‘reference’ biological product that, first, their biological 

product is ‘highly similar to the reference medicine’16 and, second, that there are ‘no clinically 

meaningful differences between the biosimilar and the reference medicine in terms of safety, 

quality and efficacy’.17 Regulatory requirements for biosimilars need to be complied with not 

only in the EU or US, but in developing countries, including India and South Africa,18 as well.  
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Current vaccine developers can either transfer their marketing authorisation licence19 (provided 

the safety and quality standards can be upheld) or assist their local partners in obtaining 

marketing authorisation (by sharing required data and know-how). Yet they may not be willing 

to cooperate in this regard as a result of the IP waiver. Thus, even if all related IP rights – 

including test data exclusivity – were waived, each new applicant for marketing authorisation 

would need to comply with safety, quality and efficacy requirements. All this suggests that, 

rather than speeding up vaccine supply, a waiver would likely cause a delay, if the current patent 

holders cease cooperating and/or supplying self-produced vaccines.  

4. It is questionable whether a waiver of IP rights will significantly reduce prices for 

vaccines. 

Concerns regarding vaccine prices are understandable, especially in view of inequalities among 

countries as far as access to healthcare is concerned. However, there are several reasons why a 

waiver of IP rights might not result in a substantially lower price for biosimilar versions 

compared to the currently supplied products. 

First of all, some current vaccine developers and manufacturers have publicly announced ‘not-

for-profit’ commitments.20 Even though there might be concerns that such commitments will 

eventually be lifted, prices are likely to stay at a competitive level, given that there is an 

increasing number of actual and potential substitutes and therewith competition.21  

Second, technological requirements for production of biosimilars result in higher costs of the 

development and manufacturing of biosimilars, compared to generic versions of small-

molecule drugs. Setting the production for the new vector and mRNA vaccines therefore 

requires substantial investments. Biosimilar and generic companies, just like originators, 

usually operate as for-profit entities. The market prices for such products therefore might not 

be significantly lower than the current prices for vaccines, but the waiver would benefit the 

commercial interests of the generic manufacturers first of all because they would be exempt 

from paying royalties. Even if generic manufacturers were prepared to limit prices to their own 

production costs, it is questionable whether such prices would be substantially lower than the 

current prices for vaccines supplied under the not-for-profit commitments. Unless the 

manufacturers of biosimilars commit themselves to sell at cost price, a waiver might benefit 

their commercial interest more than it would serve the public interest in affordable vaccines. 

Third, the cost of vaccine delivery alone – not including manufacturing – is considerable.22 In 

some cases, it can equal half of the vaccine market price.23 Every entity along the complex 

supply chain needs to be paid for products and services, irrespective of whether vaccines are 

IP-protected or not. 

In the abstract, there was certainly a risk of excessive prices when the vaccines were still under 

development. Such risk should have been addressed by governments in the framework of the 

contracts subsidising research on vaccines (see also below at 7), while affordability of vaccines 

should be approached as a matter of global solidarity (see also below at 10). 
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5. The TRIPS Agreement contains sufficient flexibilities to prevent negative effects of 

patents. 

Before such an extreme measure as a waiver of all IP protection can be implemented, other 

policy options need to be considered and evaluated. According to the principle of 

proportionality, a waiver should only be implemented if there are no less restrictive - and 

equally effective - measures available to ensure equitable access to vaccines and treatments for 

Covid-19. Should private ordering mechanisms fail, it needs to be examined whether the 

flexibilities under Articles 30, 31 and 31bis of the TRIPS Agreement can increase the 

availability of necessary medicinal products. 

Article 31 of the TRIPS Agreement allows the WTO members to provide for compulsory 

licences for patents, including use by the government or third parties authorised by the 

government. Such licences can be granted by the respective authorities based on national laws.24 

As a rule, a compulsory licence can be granted only after the negotiations with the rights holder 

to conclude a licensing agreement on ‘reasonable commercial terms and conditions’ have not 

succeeded within a reasonable period of time. However, this requirement can be waived by a 

WTO member ‘in the case of a national emergency or other circumstances of extreme urgency 

or in cases of public non-commercial use’.25 The current pandemic clearly qualifies as such a 

case. Besides, the Doha Declaration affirms that the TRIPS Agreement should not ‘prevent 

Members from taking measures to protect public health’.26 

It is the responsibility of a country to adjust its own legal framework to make use of the existing 

flexibilities. In this regard, the argument of the sponsors of the proposal for IP waiver that ‘some 

WTO Members have carried out urgent legal amendments to their national patent laws to 

expedite the process of issuing compulsory/government use licences’27 suggests that the 

problem is not caused by the TRIPS Agreement as such, but rather may arise at the level of 

domestic legislation. 

Nevertheless, certain downsides of compulsory licences for patents should be recognised.  

First, for compulsory licensing to be an effective instrument, a country – whether producing for 

its own consumption or for export under Article 31bis of the TRIPS Agreement – should have 

actual manufacturing capacity and facilities, as well as necessary expertise. For some vaccines 

– first and foremost, mRNA-based vaccines – this can be a challenge, even in industrialised 

countries.28 Neither a compulsory licence nor the waiver of IP rights would resolve these factual 

hindrances (see also above at 1). 

Second, the procedure of obtaining a compulsory licence can be cumbersome. However, the 

efficiency of the compulsory licensing mechanism ultimately depends on how it is implemented 

under the national laws. In this regard, different approaches and measures undertaken during 

the pandemic have been reported,29 which suggest that compulsory licensing can serve its 

purpose under the current circumstances. Furthermore, it is advisable to provide for preliminary 

procedures that allow for fast decisions on the compulsory licence prior to the main 

proceeding.30 

Third, a compulsory licence for patent rights alone will not suffice without a comprehensive 

and effective transfer of know-how,31 which is essential to make use of a patented technology 

(see also above at 2). Accordingly, for medicinal products based on known methods, such as 

the use of small-molecule drugs or traditional vaccines using particles of a virus, a compulsory 

licence can provide a ready-to-deploy mechanism for production and distribution. In contrast, 
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in the case of vector-based or mRNA-based vaccines, replicating the technical teaching 

underlying a patent without access to the related know-how is by no means trivial.  

Furthermore, to commercialise a medicinal product manufactured under a compulsory licence, 

a legal mechanism needs to be put in place to overcome the problem of test data exclusivity 

protection pursuant to Article 39 of the TRIPS Agreement.  

Finally, it has to be mentioned that a compulsory licence requires a monetary compensation in 

the form of a licence fee. While this may be seen as a disadvantage compared to a waiver, 

national courts have the autonomy to set the fees for compulsory licences at a comparatively 

low level. 

6. A comprehensive waiver of IP rights will likely have a detrimental effect on incentives 

for drug innovation. 

It is important to consider potential effects of a comprehensive waiver of IP protection on 

innovation incentives in vaccine development (including emerging variants of Covid-19), as 

well as in other areas of medical research. As far as vaccine research is concerned, contrary to 

what was assumed at the beginning of the pandemic,32 recent studies demonstrate that 

coronaviruses can mutate significantly and at a fast rate.33 Even though some of the existing 

vaccines have been proven effective, it cannot be excluded that extensive R&D will be required 

to tackle newly emerging virus variants. A waiver of IP protection could leave the society 

vulnerable to such emerging variants of Covid-19 if the current IP holders/vaccine developers 

abandoned research efforts as a result of such a waiver.  

In this regard, a waiver of all IP protection related to research on coronaviruses appears to be 

highly disproportionate in its scope. There is a large number of ongoing research projects 

directed at the development of vaccines and therapeutics for Covid-19.34 While IP rights 

resulting from such projects, including patent applications, do not pose an obstacle to the 

accessibility of the existing vaccines, a comprehensive waiver of IP rights can hinder such 

R&D. 

Moreover, the disincentive effect could go beyond the research on vaccines. It should be 

emphasised that inventions underlying the first approved vaccines for Covid-19 were developed 

and filed for patents years before the outbreak (such as Moderna’s mRNA-1273 technology and 

BioNTech and Pfizer’s BNT162).35 This implies that those inventions resulted from research 

that, as such, was not directed at vaccines that are currently being deployed as a response to the 

pandemic. Those platform technologies have a potential to yield numerous therapeutic 

applications in other medical areas, including cancer treatment.36 A waiver of IP protection 

would not serve the interest of the society, as it would create a disincentive for companies to 

pursue research in those areas. 

7. Concerns regarding profit maximisation by IP holders is not a valid reason for a waiver 

of IP rights.  

It has been speculated that drug companies will thrive on the public health crisis,37 and that 

governments – in the end, taxpayers – pay for Covid-19 vaccines twice: first, by subsidising 

vaccine development, and second, by purchasing vaccines.38 Without knowing the real cost of 

vaccine development, manufacturing and distribution, it is impossible to verify such 

assumptions. The cause of concerns about ‘excessive’ prices for Covid-19 vaccines is not patent 
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rights as such, but lack of transparency. Both transparency and pricing issues should have 

been addressed by governments in the framework of the agreements that subsidised research.  

In principle, companies need to earn returns on R&D to have incentives to innovate. As pointed 

out above, basic molecular technologies underlying some vaccines currently deployed for 

Covid-19 were developed and covered by patent applications prior to the outbreak.39 If patent 

protection had not been available, those technologies, without which the vaccines could not 

have been made available in such a short time, might not have been developed in the first 

place.40 

The question is rather how much profit is justified. The patent system underlies an inherent 

trade-off between innovation incentives and access to affordable medicines, which has been 

subject to a long-standing debate as to how innovation and affordability – both of which are in 

the public interest – should be balanced. The proposed waiver will not resolve this fundamental 

challenge of the patent system. Besides, companies need to fulfil all pre-existing obligations 

under the agreements that were concluded on the basis of IP rights, such as paying back loans.41  

8. Accountability for the use of public funds invested in vaccine development requires 

transparency. 

Drug discovery and development are often financed by both private and public money. While 

basic research is mostly funded by governments and undertaken by public institutions, 

including universities and research institutes, late stages of the development process are 

typically financed and carried out by the private sector, namely pharmaceutical companies. In 

between lies the ‘valley of death’ in which basic discoveries need to be translated into 

marketable drugs. 

The fact that public money is invested in drug discovery and development creates an issue of 

accountability. Since the investments are ultimately paid for by the citizens, they should have 

the possibility to assess the appropriate and efficient use of public funds. This necessitates 

transparency in terms of the amounts invested and the agreement concluded with regard to the 

exploitation and distribution of a drug or vaccine developed with public funds. At the same 

time, it requires the recipient of the funds to disclose the cost and pricing structures of the 

products and/or services that are developed with them, including the risks and opportunity costs.  

9. The scope of the waiver is not clear. 

The proposal states that all categories of IP rights protected under the TRIPS Agreement ‘shall 

be waived in relation to prevention, containment or treatment of Covid-19’.42 The clause ‘in 

relation to’ can be interpreted extremely broadly as to encompass any remotely related subject 

matter. On the one hand, this appears problematic in view of the principles of necessity and 

proportionality. On the other hand, it is also problematic given that multiple patent-protected 

technologies, compounds and products are involved in research, development, manufacturing 

and distribution of vaccines. This can include precursor components such as lipids,43 or syringes 

required for the administration of the vaccines, or refrigerators needed to keep the currently 

available mRNA vaccines at very low temperatures during transport and storage. The proposed 

waiver consequently could have sweeping effects on innovation in other areas (see above at 6). 
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10. Global governance could provide better support to developing countries. 

Global herd immunity within a reasonable time can only be achieved through ensuring global 

equitable access to Covid-19 vaccines. Since no country is fully independent with the 

development, production and supply of Covid-19-related vaccines and therapeutics, it is a 

matter of international solidarity to improve adequate access to them.44 This calls for the need 

for global governance, which requires safety, transparency, accountability45 and legal 

compliance control to achieve a comprehensive vaccinations and medical products coverage 

around the world.46 In the case of vaccines, the price of the doses is likely to remain one of the 

relevant obstacles to faster and widespread access by most developing, lower-income and non-

producing countries, even if compulsory licences or IP waivers are granted.47 

The promotion of equitable opportunity and fair access to vaccines at the global level 

presupposes, directly or indirectly, financial and institutional support from high-income 

countries, including by directly supplying vaccines to developing countries, especially doses 

that were pre-ordered in excess of their own population needs.48 It is impermissible that 

developing countries, in some cases, had to pay for a vaccine more than developed countries, 

because they had not invested in the R&D.49 Through immunization in developing areas, the 

virus incidence and the emergence of virus variants50 could be better controlled. Consequently, 

the developed countries’ commerce and freedoms would be less affected, while the risks of 

civil and political crises that could affect global economic stability and growth would be 

reduced. Some international initiatives (e.g. ACT-A,51 COVAX52) have already contributed 

to achieving those objectives. However, scaling up production and broader distribution 

coverage are still needed. An international pandemic treaty as advocated by more than 25 global 

leaders of different countries and institutions, including France, Germany, Italy, the UK and 

the WHO,53 is an example of what can be done. If properly designed, it could offer an 

appropriate framework to address relevant issues, such as trade, distribution, access and 

innovation in the vaccine and therapeutics sector.54 In view of the inability of the proposed 

waiver to achieve its goals, it remains a task for the countries to adopt effective emergency 

solutions to deal with the unresolved problems of access to medicinal products against Covid-

19 and a global governance framework to address future pandemics. 
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